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Such a remediation-centered approach poses a challenge to print-centric Latin@ genealogies like the Norton Anthology of Latino Literature (2010) as well as to accounts of the alternative 1960s that neglect Latin@ poetics, out of a lack of either familiarity with the corpus or an understanding of the Latin@ Sixties in narrowly culturalist/nationalist terms. The two groups discussed here, the Royal Chicano Air Force (henceforth RCAF) and El Puerto Rican Embassy (henceforth EPRE), were rooted in their respective social movements: the RCAF grew out of the farmworkers' movement and marched and organized alongside César Ch avez, while EPRE was conceptualized by a former member of the Young Lords Party. Both stressed irreverent, even radical, intermedial interventions as a necessary complement or alternative to a more purely programmatic "movimiento" politics. Approaching revolution in defiantly virtual (and even spiritual) terms, both collectives leveraged outrage and humor in ways that anticipate today's Latin@ social media, where identity is negotiated between mobilization and memes, transmission and transformation. Significantly, given the limitations of existing Latin@-specific archives and the paucity of Latin@ Sixties materials in leading institutional archives, such social networking sites as YouTube and Tumblr have become important spaces for archiving and sharing these and other Latin@ Sixties materials. 2 I borrow the term "accidental archive" (Sauer; Burgess and Green) to reflect on how the works of these two art collectives paradoxically function as counterarchives in the context of their online circulation, allowing for a critical revision of print-centric genealogies and existing archives, and for a rethinking of 1960s social movement ("movimiento") politics in and against the problematics of remediation. These archives are paradoxically accidental inasmuch as both collectives foregrounded the politics of remediation beyond conventional politics of representation, and defined themselves in opposition to the hegemonic archive: their ambivalent presence in social media highlights the latter's status as both an extension of and an alternative to the hegemonic archive, and allows for a counterarchive of Latin@ social movement remediations that might bridge the 1960s and the age of social media.
Remediating the Archive
In Gonzales's "I am Joaqu ın," the term "Latino" famously appears after the dramatic declaration "we start to MOVE," as the speaker runs through a series of nonequivalent terms (including "Raza," "Hispano," and "Chicano") and concludes that "whatever I call myself, / I look the same" . By foregrounding the inadequacy of these terms to address the condition of a racialized, othered body, Gonzales upholds a poetics/politics of body materiality, even as he also reveals a virtual supplement that cannot be named.
Significantly, Gonzales's poem politicizes control over the archive in a (patriarchal) cultural nationalist and revolutionary context, as when the speaker becomes one with Benito Ju arez, who "protected his archives / as Moses did his sacraments" (Stavans 796, my italics) . The poet here is the leader of the people (Moses) who is the nationalist revolutionary (Ju arez) who is the keeper of the archive (the constitution, but also the poem). At the same time, the poem can be seen as uneasily performing the musical/poetic form of the corrido, a vernacular ballad-like form, often in octosyllabic quatrains, whose evolution, José E. Lim on notes, was partly defined by mass media, especially by what he describes as nostalgic and "historically dubious" B movies (36) 
. Professors of Latin@ literature
These archives are paradoxically accidental inasmuch as both collectives foregrounded the politics of remediation beyond conventional politics of representation, and defined themselves in opposition to the hegemonic archive may show the Valdez film alongside the poem, but how many of us address its YouTube life in the context of its history of remediations, its circulation, and its relationship to Chicano media artists such as those of the RCAF?
A brief history included in the RCAF archives at the University of California-Santa Barbara describes the RCAF, founded in 1969, and its doppelg€ anger the Centro de Artistas Chicanos, founded in 1972, as "an organization of artists and cultural workers committed to change by safeguarding, maintaining, and proliferating the culture of the Indio/Mexican/Chicano people of Sacramento, California, and Aztlan" ("Brief History"). The text describes the range of activities and services hosted at the Centro, and it highlights the centrality of silkscreen poster art, both as a low-cost way to reach the community and as connected to "mission flights" that took Centro/RCAF artists around the US and to Cuba, Puerto Rico, Mexico, and Sweden, among other locales. The last two pages of the document sketch particular Centro/RCAF initiatives, from a pre-Columbian dance program and a graphics and design center to a bookstore and gallery and, finally, its "Aeronaves de Aztl an" (Aircraft of Aztl an), the Centro's low-cost car-repair service focused on lowriders, which would grow into a mechanics' cooperative program connected to Ch avez's United Farm Workers. The otherwise programmatic document ends with the Aeronaves program's playful slogan, "Keeping the movement flying since 1972!" The slippage between the programmatic and the conceptual (echoed in the doubleness of the Centro/RCAF moniker) is characteristic of a collective that interdisciplinary artist Stephanie Sauer (2012) describes as Ch avez's "bodyguards" and "poster makers for the United Farm Workers Union." Rooted in movimiento politics while extending it into conceptual flight, the RCAF embodied an experimental yet organic extension of Chicano Movement politics. Ella Maria Diaz reads the visual and performance works of the RCAF in light of Jorge Huerta's concept of a "necessary theater" to describe Chicano farmworkers' theater of the 1960s, and she quotes from a 1979 Los Angeles Times article where poet, artist, and RCAF cofounder José Montoya describes the origins of the collective's name:
We started out as a group of artists and poets teaching at California State University, Sacramento, calling ourselves the Rebel Chicano Art Front. . . . But right from the start, everyone began confusing our abbreviation, RCAF, with the Royal Canadian Air Force. So we capitalized on the confusion and renamed the group the Royal Chicano Air Force. (qtd. in 42) The RCAF's willingness to capitalize on the confusion of names and to parody a military formation foreshadows EPRE's conceptualist take on decolonial politics, and, as Diaz notes, the RCAF was renowned for its photographs of members dressed as generals, its murals of pilots, and its silkscreen posters that visualize an identity in flight (42). The RCAF archives at UC Santa Barbara reveal the group's performative and ironically revisionist use of military iconography and fashion, including a cross-temporal array of aviator eyewear. Diaz insightfully reads how "the pilot's attachment to the young Chicano and the pre-Columbian warrior suggests that his 'flight' took place through political awareness and cultural education" (42), and she emphasizes how the RCAF's performances produced a shared sense of witnessing (43), partly triggered by the "serious humor" that Luis Valdez saw as central to farmworkers theater (45). In this 1973 poster, by founding RCAF member Esteban Villa, the Chicano homeland of Aztl an is written on the aviator's briefcase, where sensitive information might be stored, appearing alongside the image of a scorpion, a Villa trademark and a complex Mexican folk symbol sometimes associated with Hern an Cortés and his informant lover La Malinche. While announcing a Cinco de Mayo celebration at UC Santa Barbara featuring art, music, and poetry, the poster also suggests that the most crucial information might remain hidden, that its politics of Aztl an is as much about code to be cracked, and about flight, as it is about iconographic representation (Figure 1 ).
The juxtaposition of the World War II airplane and the scorpion comes across as largely surrealistic (as in the use of scorpions in the early films of Luis Buñuel), but there is also a poignancy to the warplane imagery and the Air Force conceit since, as Diaz notes, various RCAF members were in fact veterans-founders Montoya and Villa served in Korea and went on to teach art at Cal State Sacramento, where they recruited a number of their students, many of whom were former farmworkers and/or had served in Vietnam. From this RCAF perspective, movimiento politics is inseparable from the event (the mobilizations of César Ch avez, the acts of the farmworkers theater, the festivals announced on RCAF posters); it is also virtual in Brian Massumi's sense, as a movement in perception, understanding identity as lived in bodies that "flicker" rather than in programmatic terms-the flicker is an image that both Massumi (65) and N. Katherine Hayles (30) use in their otherwise very different engagements with the virtual. The RCAF was at the vanguard of the Chicano Movement, but from a virtual Latin@ perspective, its politics is also about play, about what Massumi calls "prolonging the thought-path of movement" (12) by unpacking the contradictory information embedded in iconic objects such as the airplane. Their movimiento politics is also coded politics, a politics of code.
It makes sense to read the RCAF as Diaz does, alongside El Teatro Campesino, not only due to their shared role as cultural arms of the farmworker movement and their ongoing collaborationlasting well into the 1980s-but also due to their theatrical approach to movimiento politics. The UC Santa Barbara archive makes clear that, for all their investment in a virtual movement, the RCAF were firmly rooted in mobilization politics: a number of members list their farmworker experience as the first employment entry on their CVs as the RCAF combined adventurous community and street art with a more centralized, although always coalitional, community politics. The Centro de Artistas Chicanos became incorporated as a nonprofit in the early 1970s, and under this name they secured funding for everything from children's programming to their Aeronaves initiative and the "first Chicano rock opera" (1980's Xic-Indio), and they brought in speakers on everything from Aztec dance to public health. At the same time, the Centro continued to fund murals around Sacramento and elsewhere inside and outside California, from San Diego's Chicano Park to Burley, Idaho, home to a sizable Mexican farmworker community.
The C/S symbol will figure prominently in RCAF posters and murals, as it had before in the ending of Luis Valdez's film. According to Noriega, C/S is short for "con safos," a Chicano slang phrase that means something like "hands off" or "right back at you," and that functions as "a sort of Chicano copyright" framing the film "within and yet in opposition to the legal structure of mass media" (8). Conversely, Guisela Latorre proposes that "con safos is an expression of self-protection often utilized by gang writers wishing to protect their tags from other gangs" that found its way from gang graffiti to the work of muralists and writers such as those of the RCAF (120). Latorre adds that Villa was inspired by the "coded and encrypted" style of gang graffiti and that he "used this coded language in many of his murals to avoid the scrutiny and even censorship that city officials often imposed on muralists and public artists" (119). She concludes that C/S "signified the protection of Chicana/o culture" from assimilation while affirming cultural nationalism and "civic pride through a deeply coded insider language" (120). C/S thus marks an RCAF poetics of remediation across and along Chicano media ecologies.
Among the images available online through the RCAF archives are several murals and posters with the C/S insignia, including a 1973 silkscreen of Che Guevara by Rodolfo "Rudy" Cuellar, along with a Spanish-language poster by Franco Mendoza featuring the other side of a barbwire fence and announcing a protest, apparently against Jimmy Carter's 1977 deportation plans. In both cases the insignia appears along with the trademark RCAF initials, effectively leveraging the public language of the social movement heyday (calls to protest, the image of Che Guevara) through the coded language, or even the inside jokes, of the RCAF.
In the RCAF, humor often works as a mode of criticism and revision, both of the larger culture and, sometimes, of movimiento itself. Thus, in a 1974 poem with the telling title "The Movimiento Has Gone for Its Ph.D. Over at the University-Or, the Gang Wars Are Back" (included in the RCAF archives), Montoya wonders, in his characteristically shape-shifting translingual vernacular, "What became of the [Brown] Berets and revolution," and calls out those who shouted "RAZA" and "viva EL BARRIO" and "couldn't even roll their R's" (InFormation 97). The poem's speaker then mourns the barrio programs since "taken over by those nice republicanos" and rightly concludes that the barrio was infiltrated (97). Later still, the poem's meditation on urban space becomes even more acidic as a "high rise" and a Safeway (the very supermarket Ch avez and the farmworkers had boycotted) arrive in the neighborhood. The poem then reflects on how the hustle of academia and grant-writing has diluted the movement. That dilution is ironic, because art professors Montoya and Villa recruited their students into the RCAF (Cuellar, Cervantes, Ricardo Favela, and Juanishi Orosco among them), and because the Centro lost funding once Reagan's neoliberal California began taking shape. Finally, Montoya's poem turns unexpectedly south, toward indigenous Bolivia and the guerrillas of Chiapas, Guerrero, and Guatemala, in keeping with his and the RCAF's identification with a range of indigenous histories, and it anticipates the next decade's institutionalizing of Latin@ studies and the eventual emergence of multiculturalism: "And learn the benefits of Cultural / Pluralism" (97). Conversely, in the 1975 poem "The Barrio Artist/Teacher," also included in the archive and dedicated to his RCAF peers, Montoya defines the artist/teacher's role in clear terms: to "give life" and commit "acts of Love" by helping children learn and create (InFormation 116). Such is Montoya's poetry from the era: it veers between critiquing the failings of movimiento and recasting it in intersubjective, spiritual, and pedagogical terms. Although Montoya's idiosyncratic poetics still seems in keeping with an antitechnocratic countercultural politics (Roszak), Villa's art is even harder to fathom. In "An Interview with Esteban Villa" (1978) , a transcript of which is included in the archive, Villa insists on the symbolic power of television and other mass media "as an art form to communicate the best ideas" for the development of a healthy city and environment (qtd. in Kantar 3). Claiming influences from "Pop art" to "Indian art," Villa affirms "technology" in the sense of understanding the media at hand (6). Noting his art and his community's lack of recognition from existing institutions, he emphasizes how the Centro necessarily serves as an alternative institution, yet he also affirms that his art is largely about psychology (12). As if to underscore the interplay between the Centro's public mission and the psychological and technological dimensions of Villa's art, the interview ends with-what else?-a C/S.
If the Centro's barrio-centric community work was animated by the Lefebvrian idea of a "right to the city," the RCAF's art expanded the sense of the political to encompass what Nicholas Mirzoeff (2011) calls "the right to look." Mirzoeff is referring to how the "constitutive assemblages of countervisuality that emerged from the confrontation with visuality sought to match and overcome its complex operations." Mirzoeff explicitly links "the right to look" to "anticolonial, anti-imperial, and anti-fascist politics" (4), and the RCAF's revision and radical reappropriation of military iconography and the technologies of empire, I contend, is an attempt to assemble such a countervisuality. The politics of visuality provides a framework for revisiting the Latin@ 1960s and 1970s beyond the print canon of the Norton Anthology of Latino Literature (2010) and for mapping social movement histories into the age of social media.
The Accidental Archive
Mirzoeff understands the "right to look" largely in the context of the opposition to slavery (4), and in a sense one might read his countervisuality in light of the counterarchive as theorized by scholars writing about black visual culture, such as Shawn Michelle Smith and Ian Baucom. For Smith, photographs of black bodies function as a counterarchive by offering "competing visual evidence" against "racist taxonomies" (2), while Baucom suggests that the counterarchive is the possibility of a secret or hidden history, not just a collection of materials (4).
Certainly, there was a counterarchival dimension to the RCAF, especially through Montoya's ongoing interest in documenting and updating Pachuco (1977) and "Xic-Indio" (Chicano/indigenous) traditions and histories in both his poetry and his visual art. In its radical publicness, the RCAF project is countering the archive, understood in its most basic sense as a public record. RCAF artists often stressed the public, collaborative, and participatory nature of their work (their murals and posters as well as their performances and community celebrations), and pointed out that all their art was inevitably public in the sense that it was imbricated with a culture, a people, and of course a city (Sacramento) and its movements.
The RCAF archives at UC Santa Barbara give a rich sense of its eccentric, complex public life, along with its many complementary and sometimes competing visions and practices, yet its extensive collection of flyers, grant materials, press releases, assorted interviews, and texts obviously cannot reproduce the impact of the collective's fundamentally site-specific art and activism. Thankfully, although the archives include a number of slides and photos, while numerous images of the posters and murals are made available on the collection's webpage, the effect of viewing these images is partly to be reminded of the many ways the RCAF project resisted easy archiving. Foregrounding the site-specific, the performative, the provisional, the collaborative, the large-scale, the community-specific, the nonmonolingual, and the multimedia (from mural and poster art to rock operas), the RCAF embodied the counterarchival in Baucom's sense as a secret or coded history.
Some of the most powerful and insightful documentation of the RCAF as site-specific artists appears in a video posted on YouTube by a user named g2trees (Hayashi). Dated 1978, it consists of a loose interview or conversation with four RCAF artists (Montoya, Villa, Ricardo Favela, and Gloria Maria Flores) at their famed mural in Sacramento's Southside Park. The video begins and ends with what sounds like a rocket taking off, and its final credits consist of a statement signed "Glenn Hayashi, 2006," that describes the video as part of a series of "homegrown," "homemade," and "noncommercial" reel-to-reels shot between 1978 and 1980.
From a purely documentary perspective, the video dovetails with the UC Santa Barbara archives to the extent that it lets us see RCAF muralism outside the Mexican mural tradition (one that RCAF artists appreciated), and in keeping with the California Chicano muralism studied by Latorre. What seems groundbreaking here is the tone and spirit, the way these murals frame the RCAF as "cosmic" Chicanos, bridging past and present, like the indigenous vanguard that Sauer described, piloting "adobe airplanes." Villa's comments in the video also evince the RCAF's environmental consciousness, as the classic conceit of Chicanos as children of the sun evolves from an essentialized raza politics to one mindful of, and rooted in, the harnessing of natural and social energies. These comments echo handwritten notes included in the archive, seemingly by Villa himself, describing the RCAF mural in Idaho that was completed around the same time with the help of funds secured by the Idaho Migrant Council and, as was the RCAF way, with assistance from the local community. These notes describe how the Idaho mural documents the "social consciousness of an oppressed peoples [sic] struggle for survival . . . in a comic-book style, contrary to the style of photo realism" and where "the astro pilot in this time & space . . . symbolizes an idealism of Aztl an." Acknowledging the mural's "humorous perspective," the notes go on to stress that "its humor arises from miserable working conditions, that we as human beings, are trying to overcome" ("The Burley").
Arguing for an art not limited to "photorealism" (and, by extension, against a sociological or journalistic gaze that risks fetishizing Chicano pathology), these notes affirm muralism as a sitespecific art bringing together multiple, seemingly incommensurable, frames, and thereby foregrounding the contradictions and complexities of Chicano life at the limits of representation, even in utopian terms: "the farmworker and modern technology, geodesic labor camps, agricultural production, the ecological environment, family relationships, low rider clubs, pyramids, the diamond grit rattlesnake, and international brotherhood" ("The Burley").
Some motifs are also evident in the Southside Park mural, and about 19 minutes into the YouTube video Villa showcases that mural's pyramid. In the context of the Idaho notes and of the earlier part of the video-where the RCAF explains how the mural forges connections between the present, the pachuco 1940s, and the Mexican Revolution, and where Montoya describes his organic "collage" approach (also arguably evident in his poems)-Villa's nod to the pyramid reads counterarchivally. It makes public a coded or hidden history, even as it also challenges the idea of archive in the sense of arkhe, as "government" or "origin." In a decolonial context, the pyramid obviously symbolizes an alternative (indigenous) government and genealogy. In this sense, it is analogous to the Chicano mythic homeland of Aztl an. Filtered through humor, however, it locates that arkhe in the impossible space-time of the cosmic/comicbook astro pilot, suggesting, as EPRE will also do, that overcoming colonialism may well require overcoming reality altogether. Accordingly, the video leverages a series of puns involving the phrase "wizard of Aztl an," until, near the end, Favela speaks out against state encroachment and against the ensuing building of freeways and neighborhood elimination. Here the politics of urban renewal so ominously central to the history of Latin@ barrios meets the brazen pro-development ideology of post-1960s California. Favela's concluding statements suggest that the RCAF project is about community survival, just as it also models a survival poetics through its performative embodiment of an urban space under attack. Thus, the Southside Park mural is less an archive of a Chicano Sacramento than an inscription (as in the "C/S" tag) that performs Chicano Sacramento as a counterarchive of the hegemonic city. The right to the city here becomes the right to look as well as the right to look beyond the documentary city of photorealism-centered on its official archives-and toward a virtual city where the oppressor's gaze can be overcome.
If the RCAF's politics are archival, they are so accidentallyon-purpose; by highlighting the accidents of archive (what photorealism misses), they challenge the very notion of official records. I borrow the term "accidental archive" from Sauer, whose creative essay "The Accidental Archives of the Royal Chicano Air Force" adopts the RCAF's "subversive performance stance" in blurring fact and fiction, glossing the RCAF's poetics by performing them. Sauer is developing her essay into a "semi-fictional" artist book, and while it is hard to envisage what such a project might look like based solely on her essay, we get a sense of the playfulness of her engagement with the RCAF from her collaborative short film The Ancient Documentaries of Southside Park (2010), posted on Vimeo, which turns "Con Safos" into "Con Sapos" ("with toads") and casts Sauer as a famous archaeologist, with Diaz as her assistant on a journey to recover the RCAF's "sacred scrolls." Featuring cameos by Montoya and Juanishi Orosco and music by Villa, their film reads as a tribute to, an extension of, and a (parody of a) documentary about the RCAF, right down to the C/S in the credits.
From a social media perspective, we might think of the RCAF aesthetic as perfectly suited to the age of Internet memes: in a documentary clip posted on YouTube, Montoya highlights their deliberately "outrageous" "adobe airplane" aesthetic (UNITY), which achieves a memetic iconicity through repetition, as well as the iconic image of their boycotting Safeway in a World War II Jeep, as depicted in one of their posters. The video celebrates their mix of "outlandish humor and community activism" (UNITY), two defining if seemingly antithetical features of today's social media, from memes to mobilizations, and it describes the RCAF as a "portable" (UNITY) movement (as in bringing silkscreen to the fields), another value of Web 2.0.
YouTube itself is complexly enmeshed in the politics of archive. In exploring the rise of YouTube as an accidental archive, Jean Burgess and Joshua Green highlight the efforts of amateur curators and collectors of culture, and they suggest that it has the potential to become a participatory global record of contemporary popular culture (88-89). At the same time, Burgess and Green emphasize that such a development is largely accidental, given that YouTube is disorganized and driven by commercial interests rather than public ones; they crucially stress that its value "as a cultural archive is actually a direct result of its unfiltered, disordered, vernacular, and extremely heterogeneous characteristics" (89).
Following Burgess and Green, we might say that YouTube is a potentially dynamic space for the "archiving" of RCAF materials, given the group's unfiltered, vernacular, and heterogeneous art and politics, as well as its decentralized and participatory approach. The Southside Park video has been little viewed, but the few comments it has received are from RCAF insiders remembering and reconnecting with this underappreciated history, and summoning the counterpublic energy of the RCAF, albeit in the context of the corporate space of YouTube. While this kind of participatory connection is emblematic of Web 2.0, it is unusual in the context of academic archives: even in the case of UC Santa Barbara, which has provided an invaluable service by digitizing and making available for free a range of RCAF images, and which allows users to share the link to the RCAF archive homepage on various social networking sites, the archive remains institutionally static. This is no doubt partly the result of copyright considerations that YouTube users can more easily sidestep, but this tension only returns us to the problematic shareability of RCAF art and to their simultaneously participatory and insiderish aesthetic, as exemplified by the C/S and the group's ambivalent performance of archival politics.
While the accidental archives of social media allow us to revisit 1960s and 1970s Latin@ social movement history from a remedial perspective, they also allow for countering the counterarchive, a recovery of what has been left out of official movimiento histories. This tactic can be especially significant in a feminist context, since Chicana (and Nuyorican) feminism emerged as both an extension and a radical critique of movimiento, and since feminist genealogies are still too often neglected while the archive remains largely concerned with and controlled by men. The RCAF Southside Park video, for instance, features only one woman artist, even though there were several in the group, and it is dominated by the outsize personalities of Montoya and Villa, with whom the RCAF project remains strongly identified even today. Ella Maria Diaz recently curated an online exhibition of the work of Lorraine Garc ıa-Nakata, a core member of the RCAF, whose work has evolved in ways that sometimes complement even as they radically depart from the group's aesthetic and politics. Even as Garc ıa-Nakata's work has developed along the testimonial lines sketched by Diaz, it defiantly spans everything from painting, sculpture, and drawing to mixed media, writing, and music. In that sense, Nakata's art expands upon the remediation politics of movimiento pioneered by the RCAF. Still, the question remains of how to bring together these genealogies of remediation, from the age of movimiento to the age of social media, in an expanded Latin@ field.
Virtually Latin@ (Genealogies)
The need for an expanded Latin@ field is partly disciplinary, since work on the 1960s from a pan-Latin@ perspective is still the exception, and since Latin@ studies developed largely out of Chican@ and Puerto Rican Studies rooted in the social movements of the late 1960s and 1970s. Suzanne Oboler influentially aligns the term "Latino" (as opposed to "Hispanic") with an alternative "grassroots" and "progressive" (vii) history rooted in the Chicana/o and Puerto Rican movements. To this day, the flagship journal Latino Studies (of which Oboler was founding editor) sees itself as " [s] ustaining the tradition of activist scholarship of the founders of Chicana and Chicano Studies and Puerto Rican Studies" ("Aims and Scope").
Such a Latin@ perspective is, arguably, already apparent in Pietri's epic "Puerto Rican Obituary" (1968) Although the New Rican Village did not survive, Pietri, along with the visual artist Ad al Maldonado (best known simply as Ad al), continued EPRE as a series of multimedia traveling exhibits, performances, and installations, featuring everything from Puerto Rican "passports" and Pietri's "El Spanglish National Anthem" to Ad al's "Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans" photo exhibit. Many of these materials would find a home online at ElPuertoRicanEmbassy.org, a web installation unveiled in 1994.
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As evident from its homepage, EPRE defines itself in the vanguardist terms of oppositional art and politics yet marks its distance from conventional movimiento discourse through its affirmation of sovereignty as "a state of mind," moving away from a programmatic "party" politics and toward a radical politics of play, a literal invitation to party. Still, the foregrounding of the conceptual passport as an icon locates the project firmly within a movimiento tradition of decolonial critique, a Nuyorican instance of what Yolanda Mart ınez-San Miguel calls the "coloniality of diasporas" that understand themselves as "still informed by colonial legacies" and by the "'intracolonial migrations' taking place between colonies and their former or actual metropolis" (2).
Pietri's turn toward a politics of performative disorganization signals a quest for a socio-aesthetics that complicates assumptions of embodied materiality and authenticity. Significantly, Pietri's work, even in its early days, reveals a preoccupation with virtuality, which N. Katherine Hayles defines as "the cultural perception that material objects are interpenetrated by information patterns" (12-13). Hayles's definition fits how Pietri's work explores the process of perception underpinning representation itself. Such a preoccupation with how information patterns structure perception and representation is evident in "Beware of Signs" (from Puerto Rican Obituary), Pietri's poem critiquing predatory advertising signs as well as the very instability and haphazardness of the sign itself. Thus, Pietri's is a politics in formation-as in the social formations of the 1960s and 1970s movimientos-but also a politics of information, not unlike Montoya's, whose 1992 book of selected poems is called InFormation: 20 Years of Joda. Furthermore, Pietri's trademark black briefcase, typically outfitted with slogans and one-liners and full of props and texts, arguably recalls the RCAF aviator's briefcase and locates his performances within a poetics of information.
In a 2013 phone interview, Ad al stressed to me the importance of the RCAF to his own artistic and political development. Ad al, who lived in San Francisco in the early 1970s, emphasized their Dada sensibility that recast "tortillas as flying saucers" and that allowed him to articulate his own identity in a "constant state of flux." He also stressed the forward-thinking nature of the RCAF at a time when many New York Puerto Rican artists were wedded to a pictographic art invested in the recovery of African and indigenous Ta ıno symbols. Seeking an art, as he put it to me, beyond the traditional political symbols of the left, Ad al, like the RCAF, understood that rearticulating movimiento required "Taking Control of the Image-making Machinery" (the subtitle to Marina Roseman's 1983 ethnography of the New Rican Village). Accordingly, Ad al's "West Side Story Redux," an irreverent, "out of focus" remix of the 1961 film West Side Story included on the homepage of the Embassy website, is about interrogating the medium and the form of representation, and interrupting information patterns, rather than simply contesting stereotypical images. We see the blurred, whitewashed bodies of the West Side Story dancers, which then give way to the image of an airplane carrying Puerto Ricans to the mainland to the tune of Brenda Feliciano's operatic rendition of Pietri's "Spanglish National Anthem" (Feliciano had performed with Pietri and the others at the New Rican Village in the late 1970s). (See Figure 2) The retro airplane evokes the RCAF, as does the recasting of sovereignty as performance and play, and the Dada/surrealist poetics sensibility is very much in line with the RCAF's politics of what they often called "pura locura" (pure madness, sheer folly). Yet, given the disappearance of the New Rican Village, the EPRE website is of enormous value as a document of a radical and exploratory Nuyorican "Loisaida" (Lower East Side) scene. As captured in the recent Young Lords exhibit at the Loisaida Center ("¡Presente!"), that scene included everyone from the Lords themselves and the Nuyorican poets to Stonewall pioneer Sylvia Rivera and the activist Chino Garc ıa, an associate of Buckminster Fuller, the architect who imagined utopian and communitarian alternatives to the bureaucratic machine of the Great Society.
I asked Ad al if it surprised him that the EPRE website, designed to blur the contours of history and identity, was now, in the context of the gentrification of the Lower East Side and the passing of many key figures from the New Rican Village scene (among them Pietri and Figueroa) , an essential digital archive for those of us seeking to recover and mobilize these forgotten Nuyorican histories. Ad al explained that he understood the project's increasing archival significance but that he struggled with the question of access; for all its cross-media irreverence, the Embassy site, designed in the early days of the Internet, is understandably static. Yet in the post-Web 2.0 context, Ad al conceded his urge to make the site more interactive, more akin to his ongoing social media projects-such as his Facebook portraits and his partly crowdsourced "Go Fuck Your Selfie" series-without sacrificing its integrity.
Indeed, the current Embassy website, inaugurated in late 2013, is not the original one but a version created with the open-source blogging software WordPress that retains all the content from the original but that (to my mind, tragically) replaces the rich brown background color of the original with a pale beige, and the baroque, Flash-heavy style so crucial to its status as a digital installation with the participatory yet generic WordPress template. The bottom of each page now reads "Leave a Reply" and includes the WordPress boilerplate instructions for leaving comments, a banal metapoetic intrusion that pushes the website away from its eccentrically out-offocus politics and toward the digital streamlining of the post-Web 2.0 moment. Ultimately, the EPRE's web presence seems defined by the conflict between a recoverable history and a remixable one.
In underscoring the affinities between contemporary digital art and historical avant-gardes such as futurism and Dada, Steve Dixon highlights the "alogicality" of the avant-gardes. He relates these to "nonlinear computer paradigms and hypermedia structures" and reads cyberspace in futurist terms as "a site for new personal and cultural evolutions" (49). ElPuertoRicanEmbassy.org repeatedly iterates a socioaesthetics of alogicality and spatiotemporal evolution, as when Pietri, in his characteristically punctuation-sparse and runon poem prologue to Maldonado's "Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans"-a series of blurry portraits of Nuyorican iconsaffirms that "If you can see you are seeing something different all the time." Pietri's poem stages the friction here between a diasporic nation of "authentic body movements" and an outlaw artist "feeling profound about being out of focus," echoing the tension between performance and digitality. Similarly, Maldonado's blurred portraits recall the futurist "chronophotography" in which, Dixon asserts, "human faces and bodies appear to liquefy, like ghostly phantoms" (51); their gray color, at once elegant and washed out, mines the fissure between a social movement art of cultural recovery and community affirmation and a virtual art that seeks to interrupt, interrogate, and play with the logic of representation. Now living in Puerto Rico, Ad al has suggested wanting to establish an outpost of the EPRE on the island, where his work is increasingly popular, while Pietri's family has insisted on the EPRE's Nuyorican roots. The struggle over the conceptual space of the Embassy, and the community histories it carries with it, points to a tension between embodied politics and digital technologies that I view as inherent to the EPRE website and to this virtual genealogy of Latin@ remediations.
6
Such a genealogy is not to be found in The Norton Anthology of Latino Literature, where "I Am Joaqu ın" and "Puerto Rican Obituary" appear as canonical poems, removed from the field of remediations discussed here. In keeping with a contemporary social media context, I propose the term memealogy to describe the eccentric countergenealogy linking these varied remediations. As Patrick Davison reminds us, since memes were, famously and controversially, Richard Dawkins's cultural alternative to the gene, it makes sense to consider the Latin@ Sixties from the perspective of cultural transmission and as an alternative to biological understandings of raza, or even mestizaje. For instance, while it could be argued that Anzald ua's early work was invested in something like the biological politics of raza often associated with the Chicano Movement, her work evolves into what Theresa Delgadillo calls "spiritual mestizaje," understood as a "critical mobility" that revises Chicano Movement politics (1).
7
As with Anzald ua, the EPRE's "spirit republic" allows for an alternative to biological identity, and both the RCAF and the EPRE's use of irreverent humor presages the Internet meme, which Davison describes as "a piece of culture, typically a joke, which gains influence through online transmission" (122). One might argue that the RCAF's "C/S" works as a proto-Internet meme, and both Pietri's Reverend persona (black-clad with his briefcase) and Montoya's Pachuco have acquired their own cult, quasi-memetic visibility. These spirited poetics are radically embodied, in the tradition of social movements, but also attuned to the virtual, defined by Massumi in Parables for the Virtual (2002) as "the real-materialbut-incorporeal" (5).
8
To reexamine the Latin@ Sixties from the perspective of a memealogy of cultural transmission and not just a genealogy of textual families (such as the anthology) would allow for a more complete archive of the period and a more nuanced appreciation of its politics and poetics, its forms and echoes. It might also allow for a renewed Latin@ media and cultural studies. As Arlene D avila posits, Latin@ media studies has produced a rich and important literature critiquing media representations of Latin@s, but it has been far less successful concerning questions of production, circulation, and transmission. Following D avila's key intervention, consider how much more complex Ad al's "West Side Story Redux" becomes if we read it as a remediation of West Side Story (and of the forgotten counterhistories of the New Rican Village), and not just as critiquing the film/Broadway show's representational politics.
This revision of cultural studies is key, a dimension not usually present in the archival projects emerging from the digital humanities. Given what Amardeep Singh calls "the archive gap" between canonical US writers like Whitman (who are better represented in existing digital archives) and "American writers of color, lesser known women writers, and writers from the colonial world," it is essential to address these questions of production, circulation, and transmission as they relate to social movements. Moreover, the new media not only bridges the archive gap, but it also pushes against the archive as canonically constituted (by print texts such as anthologies of Latin@ literature and by the dominant digital archives). Remediation involves more than just the representation of one medium in another, and hegemonic texts (such as a Norton anthology) are often invested in erasing all traces of remediation (for example, in standardizing and producing "I Am Joaqu ın" and "Puerto Rican Obituary" as Latino Literature).
These questions of production, circulation, and community might bridge digital humanities and Latin@ media studies, even as they may well require a new kind of Latin@ cultural studies. Such a project would focus on transformation and not just on critique, in the spirit of what Massumi calls a "productivist" cultural studies, open to play and "affirmative methods," and where "the techniques of negative critique [are] used sparingly" (12). It would also rethink a traditional politics of representation from the perspective of the production, transmission, and translation of Latin@ identities, histories, and forms. Such a cultural studies might be archivally Chicano, Puerto Rican (and so on), but it would be virtually Latin@. Notes 1. I make similar points about the social/media lives of Gonzales's poem and Pedro Pietri's "Puerto Rican Obituary" (1968) , the epic anthem of the Puerto Rican Movement, in my "Teaching U.S. Latino/a Poetry in the Age of Social Media," Latino/a Literature in the Classroom: 21st Century Approaches to Teaching (2015), ed. Frederick Luis Aldama, 131-40. This essay builds on that one to consider a genealogy of Latin@ Sixties remediations, since to read 1960s Latin@ poems without accounting for their cross-media lives is to miss how their decolonial politics are profoundly enmeshed with the politics of remediation as well as to occlude their complex circulation histories. I am grateful to Harris Feinsod for helping me finesse my thinking on the politics of remediation in a 1960s context, and with regard to Gonzales in particular.
2. See, for example, the otherwise exemplary Downtown Collection in the Fales Library at NYU, which purports to document the downtown arts scene as it developed on the Lower East Side of Manhattan in the 1970s, yet includes very little on Nuyorican "Loisaida."
3. Some of the most intriguing materials in the RCAF archive concern conservative critiques of the California Arts Council for using taxpayer money to fund unconventional artists, the RCAF among them. A seemingly unsigned 1978 opinion piece in the Ventura County Star-Free Press takes the Council to task for awarding $5,000 to a filmmaker for a film on the "'locuras' and 'arte' of the royal Chicano Air Force." See "The Art of Frittering Tax Funds," Ventura County Star-Free Press, 4 Jan. 1978. Royal Chicano Air Force Archives, UC Santa Barbara, Special Collection, Santa Barbara, CA. CEMA 8. B28 f15.
4. I make these points in my book In Visible Movement: Nuyorican Poetry from the Sixties to Slam (2014) , where I read the New Rican Village scene as both an alternative to and an extension of the Loisaida scene associated with the Nuyorican Poets Cafe.
5. For more on ElPuertoRicanEmbassy.org, see my "On Out of Focus Nuyoricans, Noricuas, and Performance Identities," On Poetry Worlds, spec. issue of Liminalities: A Journal of Performance Studies 10.3-4 (2014): n. pag, web. Given that Pietri, like several RCAF members, served in Vietnam, one might read the information politics of both EPRE and RCAF as a counterintelligence project, against the hegemony of COINTELPRO.
6. The renewed interest in the RCAF and the EPRE likely points to a desire to reevaluate and give nuance to existing movimiento histories as well as to a contemporary need to reflect on the intersections between art and activism (what Wilson Valent ın-Escobar calls artivism in Bodega Surrealism: The Emergence of Latin@ Artivists in New York City [forthcoming]) in a changing media landscape, especially in a postmillennium context that has seen both the rise of Web 2.0 and of Latin@s as a demographic, political, and consumer force. Contemporary Latin@ activists and artivists are undertaking projects that are clearly products of the age of social media but that also arguably fit into an eccentric, alternative genealogy of Latin@ social movement politics animated by the promise and the problematics of remediation. There are clear cases where the movimiento legacy remains central, as in the Gloria E. Anzald ua-influenced "Quantum Demographics" of Tony Diaz's Librotraficante-a mediated mobilization in response to Arizona's State Bill 1070 and its banning of Latin@ authors. Still, much of the organizing on Latin@ social media is far removed from 1960s-style cultural nationalism, especially as it foregrounds issues such as immigration and gender and sexual identity. Many social media activists come from newer Latin@ demographics (Dominicans, Central Americans, etc.) as opposed to Chicano and Puerto Rican histories.
7. See, for instance, one of Anzald ua's last essays, "Let Us Be the Healing of the Wound: The Coyolxauhqui Imperative-la sombra y el sueño." 8. Latin@ Studies, like cultural studies more generally, has typically relied on a politics of body materiality (and, arguably, body stability and body authenticity as well) that undergirds projects of resistance and/or critiques of representation, but in a contemporary context of continuous remediation, it makes sense to articulate a model of Latin@ identity also attuned to the incorporeal.
